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Introduction  
Today’s global connected economy demands business models that 
deliver high performance data transfer, mission-critical converged 
services, and secure communications. Modern networks have 
evolved for the purposes of distributing critical information and 
services to an ever-expanding group of users. The need for access 
to these critical services has led to the development of redundant 
communication links, wireless networks, mobile notebook 
computers, handheld digital devices, even Internet-enabled cellular 
phones. These new access technologies and links increase the value 
of the information systems they support but, at the same time, 
present more complex challenges to network security. 

Just as the networks supporting the global economy have evolved, 
so too have the number, frequency, and sophistication of malicious 
attacks against those networks. As the level of threats has risen, the 
number of security appliance deployments has grown to keep pace. 
However, the increasing complexity of the network environment 
has made mitigation of the threats more difficult to achieve. It has 
become a major challenge to find, deploy, and operate security 
appliances that offer high availability, consistently reliable 
operation, and low incidence of failure. 

This document will address the need for reliability and availability 
of network security appliances to constantly and consistently 
protect mission-critical network resources, explore three IP security 
platform hardware architectures offered by Nokia to provide that 
protection, and try to provide insight into the selection and use of 
an appropriate solution to meet customer requirements. 

Nokia IP Security Platform Solutions 

Hardware Configurations 
Network security protection systems target the goal of protecting 
critical assets from very sophisticated threats. Multiple approaches 
to achieving this goal are more powerful and effective than any 
single design could possibly be. Nokia offers three IP security 
platform hardware configurations to provide customers with 
flexibility in their choice of hardware architectures to address their 
requirements for high reliability, ease of management, and 
availability of local data storage. 

Nokia offers the Check Point VPN-1 firewall/VPN application on 
flash-based, disk-based, and hybrid IP security platforms. Select 
Nokia appliances are available in one of the following possible 
hardware configurations: 

• Compact flash-based storage: The appliance is equipped with 
only an industrial grade, solid-state flash memory storage device, 
and it does not have any hard disk drives. 

• Hard drive disk-based storage: The appliance is equipped with a 
solid-state boot manager and a hard disk drive for the operating 
system, applications, and management. 

• Hybrid: The appliance is equipped with both an industrial grade, 
solid-state flash memory storage device and a hard disk drive. 

Rationale for Flash-Based Security Platforms 
Flash-based IP security platforms offer higher reliability and a 
longer mean time between failures (MTBF) than disk-based 
platforms because they do not rely upon spinning media for their 
operation. They are ideally suited for customers who do not 
perform local logging and who manage multiple firewalls centrally. 

In order to be effective, security protection must be reliable, 
available, and in service 24 hours per day, 7 days a week, and 365 
days a year. This ensures that the network infrastructure achieves 
world-class protection. Malicious threats do not take breaks, so 
security defenses must always be available and online. Flash-based 
security platforms deliver such performance. The higher reliability 
and longer MTBF of flash-based platforms enhances customer 
confidence. 

Flash-based security platforms also give Nokia a competitive 
advantage over other vendors of Check Point security appliances 
because no other Check Point security appliance vendor offers such 
a solution. As a result, competitors of Nokia cannot achieve the 
level of performance reliability and MTBF offered by flash-based 
platforms. Crossbeam may claim that their X-series platforms offer 
a hybrid or flash-based solution with their flash-based Application 
Processor Modules (APMs) and their disk-based Control Processor 
Modules (CPMs). However, the Crossbeam appliance still requires 
the disk on the CPM for the system to operate.  

Available Configurations 

Compact Flash-Based Storage Platforms 
Flash-based appliances are equipped with only an industrial grade, 
solid-state flash memory storage device, and they do not have any 
hard disk drives. Figure 1 delineates the platform hardware 
configurations—flash-based, disk-based, or hybrid—that are 
available. The physical storage capacity of the Nokia IP265 compact 
flash is 512 Megabytes (MB). All other flash-based platforms are 
equipped with at least 1GB flash cards. 

Flash-based appliances require a memory-based file system. Most of 
the differences between a memory-based file system and a disk-
based file system are transparent to the user. However, the 
memory-based file system is slightly more CPU-intensive. This 
means that flash-based platforms may experience slightly lower 
(5% or less) maximum throughput than disk-based platforms under 
certain conditions, but no performance degradation will be 
apparent during most operating circumstances. 

The directory structure on flash-based appliances is also slightly 
different from disk-based platforms. This means that certain files 
will be located in different directories than on a disk-based system. 
Additionally, flash-based platforms do not support the concept of 
swap file space. As a result, the connection table must be held in 
RAM (random access memory). 
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Figure 1: Supported Nokia hardware configurations 

Hard Drive Disk-Based Storage Platforms  Hardware Configuration Options 

Platform Disk-based Flash-based Hybrid 

Nokia IP40 No Yes No 

Nokia IP60 No Yes No 

Nokia IP110 Yes No No 

Nokia IP120 Yes No No 

Nokia IP130 Yes No No 

Nokia IP260 Yes No No 

Nokia IP265 No Yes No 

Nokia IP290 Yes Yes Yes 

Nokia IP350 Yes No No 

Nokia IP355 No Yes No 

Nokia IP380 Yes No No 

Nokia IP385 No Yes No 

Nokia IP390 Yes Yes Yes 

Nokia IP530 Yes No No 

Nokia IP560 Yes Yes Yes 

Nokia IP690 Yes Yes Yes 

Nokia IP710 Yes No No 

Nokia IP740 Yes No No 

Nokia IP1220 Yes Yes Yes 

Nokia IP1260 Yes Yes Yes 

Nokia IP2250 No Yes No 

Nokia IP2255 No Yes No 

Most disk-based appliances are equipped with a solid-state boot 
manager and a hard disk drive for the operating system, 
applications, and management. On such systems, the boot manager 
is stored on a 32MB compact flash card. However, Nokia IP350 and 
Nokia IP380 have a compact flash card for the boot manager. On 
these systems, everything (including the boot manager) is located 
on the hard disk drive. 

As noted above, disk-based appliances employ a standard file 
system. As a result, certain files will be located in different 
directories than on a flash-based system. Additionally, disk-based 
platforms use swap space to temporarily store data that is being 
exchanged and processed between RAM and the hard drive. 

Hybrid Appliances 
Hybrid appliances are equipped with both an industrial grade, 
solid-state flash memory storage device and a hard disk drive. They 
integrate the best features of both disk-based and flash-based 
architectures to provide a solution whose sum is greater than its 
parts. Hybrid solutions are available for most appliances. Hybrid 
platforms offer the reliability of a flash-based system while 
simultaneously providing the option for local logging and 
management otherwise not available on flash-based systems. 
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Comparison of Features and Benefits 

Configuration Options 
Figure 2 delineates the configuration options available for all three 
hardware platform solutions. The salient point depicted in figure 2 
is that flash-based appliances do not significantly restrict the Check 
Point functionality available. All security and VPN functionality, such 
as SmartDefense and Web Intelligence, supported on disk-based 
Nokia appliances are also supported on flash-based and hybrid 
platforms. Where functionality limitations do exist, it is due to the 
limited storage capacity available on the flash cards. 
 

 Configuration Options 

 Disk-based Flash-based Hybrid 

VPN-1 Pro NGX R60 Yes Yes Yes 

SecureXL Yes Yes Yes 

SmartDefense Yes Yes Yes 

Web Intelligence Yes Yes Yes 

Advanced Routing Yes Yes Yes 

IP Clustering Yes Yes Yes 

VRRP Yes Yes Yes 

Unified Wrapper Yes Yes1 Yes 

SmartCenter Server Yes No No 

SmartView Monitor Yes Yes Yes 

SmartUpdate Yes Yes Yes 

Provider-1 Server No No No 

Eventia Reporter Yes2 No No 

SSL Network Extender Yes Yes Yes 

Floodgate-1 Yes Yes Yes 

User Authority Yes No No 
 

Figure 2: Supported features for IPSO 3.9 and Check Point NGX 

                                                                    

 
1 Diskless platforms with less than 512MB of RAM cannot be 
upgraded using the Unified Wrapper. 
2 Only the management add-on of Eventia Reporter is supported. 

Flash-Based Strengths and Weaknesses 

Flash-Based Appliance Strengths 
• Flash-based systems offer improved reliability and availability 

due to the absence of moving parts such as disks that can fail 
over time. 

• Flash-based platforms improve customer confidence. 

• Nokia flash-based appliances can be centrally managed via Check 
Point SmartCenter or Provider-1. 

• The Check Point NGX Unified Wrapper (a new feature that 
simplifies Check Point package management during installation 
and upgrades) is supported on flash-based systems with 1GB or 
more of RAM. 

• Flash-based systems with 1GB of RAM or more managed centrally 
with management applications such as Provider-1 or Smart 
Center support a large number of policy objects. 

• The compact flash card on all flash-based systems (Nokia IP355 
and higher) is removable and field-replaceable, allowing 
customers to maintain preloaded spares for disaster recovery. 

• Flash-based appliances give Nokia a competitive advantage 
compared to other vendors of Check Point security appliances: 
Nokia offers a flash-based configuration while other Check Point 
hardware vendors do not. 

Flash-Based Appliance Weaknesses 
• Local management is not an option on completely flash-based or 

hybrid systems. The management server must be run on another 
platform. 

• Check Point add-on modules that require significant local storage 
such as Check Point User Authority and Eventia Reporter are not 
supported on completely flash-based systems. 

• The Check Point NGX Unified Wrapper cannot be used to upgrade 
some Nokia flash-based platforms. Flash-based appliances with 
less than 1GB of RAM must be upgraded by manually managing 
the individual packages. 

• Completely flash-based systems have no hard disk drive. All 
processes run in system RAM and there is no conventional “swap 
space.” 

• Due to the size of the running processes of the combination 
Nokia IPSO™ and Check Point VPN-1 Pro, customers may 
experience problems supporting a large number of policy objects 
in flash-based systems with 512MB of RAM (usually manifested as 
a failure to push the policy). 

• The object table size is limited to 512 objects on flash-based 
systems with 512MB of RAM. This limitation is generally only 
experienced when a flash-based system is managed centrally 
with management applications such as Provider-1 or Smart 
Center since these applications push the complete network 
object table in the policy to every device. 
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Disk-Based Strengths and Weaknesses • Hybrid appliances do not support running the operating system 
and the Check Point application on the hard disk drive. 

Disk-Based Appliance Strengths 
Conclusion • Disk-based platforms have a larger amount of storage space. 

• Disk-based appliances support local device management using 
SmartCenter. 

If malicious code writing and hacking ceased, it might be harder to 
rationalize the prospect that security administrators or Chief 
Information Security Officers (CISOs) must always give high priority 
attention to security protection when deploying network 
infrastructures. However, the reality is that enterprise mission-
critical network traffic has never been more at risk. 

• Local logging is supported on disk-based platforms. 

• Disk-based systems support the use of Check Point NGX Unified 
Wrapper to simplify Check Point package management during 
installation and upgrades. Today’s IT professionals face unending challenges in the area of 

proactive risk management: • The concept of a disk-mirrored system is also supported on disk-
based platforms, whereby the operating system and the Check 
Point application as well as local logging are performed on the 
primary hard disk drive. All data on the primary disk is also on 
the secondary disk. If the primary disk fails, then the secondary 
disk takes over without a reboot and becomes the primary disk. 

• Today’s attacks are more frequent, more lethal, and spread faster 
than ever. 

• Failure of essential network security appliances is a painful 
reality that leaves critical systems and infrastructure dangerously 
exposed during vulnerability windows. 

Disk-Based Appliance Weaknesses • Regulatory requirements for protecting data privacy, integrity, 
and confidentiality are now in force. • Disk-based systems rely upon spinning media, which reduces the 

MTBF. 
• Despite heavy investments, security gaps still exist due to 

unexpected hardware failure. • Hard disk drives have a shorter life expectancy than compact 
flash cards. A security appliance’s effectiveness is only as good as its availability 

and reliability in protecting the network. Nokia is committed to 
providing the most reliable security products possible while 
offering customers flexibility in hardware configuration options. 
Nokia will continue to offer hard drive-only appliances to customers 
who prefer such a configuration.

• Disk-based appliances are not as reliable as flash-based systems 
so customers may experience more failures. 

• Lower reliability adversely affects customer confidence. 

Hybrid Strengths and Weaknesses 

Hybrid Appliance Strengths  
• Hybrid systems integrate the best features of both disk-based 

and flash-based architectures to provide a solution whose sum is 
greater than its parts. 

• The operating system and the Check Point enforcement module 
run on the flash card only, thereby improving reliability on hybrid 
platforms. 

• Hybrid appliances support local logging. 

• The compact flash on hybrid platforms is only written to during 
upgrades or policy changes, which improves life expectancy and 
reliability. 

• Hybrid systems provide the reliability of a completely flash-based 
platform while simultaneously providing the option for local 
logging. 

Hybrid Appliance Weaknesses 
• Hybrid platforms do not have any swap space available. All 

processes and files are open in physically available RAM. 
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For More Information 

 

Nokia Inc.  
102 Corporate Park Drive 

White Plains, NY 10604 USA  
www.nokia.com

 

Americas 
Tel: 1 877 997 9199 

Email: mobile.business.na@nokia.com 

 

Asia Pacific 
Tel: +65 6588 3364 

Email: mobile.business.apac@nokia.com 

 

Europe, Middle East, and Africa 
France: +33 170 708 166 

UK: +44 161 601 8908 
Email: mobile.business.emea@nokia.com 

About Nokia  

Nokia is the world leader in mobile communications, driving the growth and sustainability of the broader 
mobility industry. Nokia is dedicated to enhancing people’s lives and productivity by providing easy-to-use and 
secure products like mobile phones, and solutions for imaging, games, media, mobile network operators, and 
businesses. Nokia is a broadly held company with listings on five major exchanges. 

For more information, please visit http://www.nokia.com/forbusiness. 
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